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Making at home 

workouts more 

enjoyable!
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Introduction & 
Motivation
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USE 
CASE

● Full body motion tracking
● Personalized workouts
● Real-time scoring
● User profiles and graphics to allow progress tracking

● Areas: Software & Signals
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Metrics, Testing, & Verification

Testing

Time how long it takes to 
analyze sets of images

Analyze runtime and accuracy 
for different image 
sizes/poses

Analyze comparison results 
over different body types

Test with similar 
poses/workout exercises

Metrics

< 1 min time limit

90% accuracy

90% accuracy

90% accuracy

Requirements

Hardware Performance

OpenPose Detection

Pose Alignment

Pose Comparison

Score Computation Analyze the scores over 
different levels of completion

Score should reflect user’s 
completion and accuracy
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● Latency vs. Accuracy
● Hardware/physical components:

○ Performance requirements vs budget
● Real Time processing

○ Image/Data Collection: Take frames from 
regular intervals (not collecting every frame)

○ Rest breaks: to allow image 
collection/processing catch up

○ Final score screen: to provide further buffer for 
image analysis

Technical Challenges
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Requirements
● Pose alignment: Detect key points of user’s form

○ Differentiate side-view and front-view
○ pose alignment for different body types (calibration)

● Generate score based on accuracy

● Test: 
○ analyze pose comparison results over various poses

■ side-view and front-view poses
■ Similar poses, but different exercise
■ Different body types

○ test with different thresholds and parameters
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Hardware comparison (board)
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Hardware comparison (Camera)
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Solution Approach
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Solution Approach - UI

Up next:
15 sec rest

20 push ups Up next:
20 squats

15 sec rest
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Phase 1 (setup) Phase 2 (tracking) Phase 3 (MVP) Final

1. Set up xavier board (Sarah)

2. Process images (Sarah)

3. Construct exercise library 

(Maddie)

4. OpenPose on laptop  (Zixuan)

5. Design UI (Maddie)

6. Choose workout generation 

algorithms (Everyone)

1. Get OpenPose working on nx (Sarah)

2. Create workout sequence (Maddie)

3. Pose alignment/calibration (Zixuan)

4. Pose comparison (Zixuan)

5. Score generation (Sarah)

6. Extend video library (Everyone)

1. Testing and debugging pose 

comparison (Everyone)

2. Finish the UI (Maddie)

3. Add authenticated user 

accounts (Maddie)

Improve the overall speed and 

design of our game to cater to 

the user

Tasks & Division of Labor
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Schedule (Gantt Chart)
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